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other. ]{}[[If there is no classifying
principle beyond the state space,
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then some structure has to come
from external to the state
space.]{}]{} In fact, different states
can be distinguished by properties of
their coherence structure. [[As noted
above, the full coherence structure
naturally determines the
measurement induced disturbance,
while the same is true for the
number of coherence sectors. If we
restrict ourselves to classical
operations only (i.e., operations on a
single input mode), then the number
of sectors is easily defined through
the $n$-mode partitioning of the
coherence space, which is a property
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of the partition. Quantum states that
are invariant under the
transformation of the corresponding
partition naturally induce a quasipartitioning of the coherence
structure, corresponding to different
kinds of invariant states. In general,
the number of quasi-partitioning
sectors cannot be easily determined.
In the case of classical stochastic
networks, it can be shown that the
partitioning is identical to the
[Schmidt decomposition]{} [@bailli
eul2016achieving]. Thus, the number
of quasi-partitioning sectors, in this
case, equals the Schmidt number.
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This means that the number of quasipartitioning sectors characterizes the
number of distinguishable input
states. In general, it can also be
shown that the number of quasipartitioning sectors equals the
*strong eigenspace dimension*, i.e.,
the rank of the sub-algebra of
commutative operators in the
corresponding invariant
algebra.]{}]{} [[ ]{}]{}The paper is
organized as follows. First, we define
states, coherence structures, and
operations. Then, we introduce
concepts of distinguished and nondistinguished states, which play a
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crucial role in the proofs. The
structure of the remaining sections is
as follows: [[First,]{}]{} we [[
]{}]{}[[define]{}]{} the class of
[[distinguished states]{}]{} and
[[prove the main result:]{}]{} When
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